
simulation report and summary of findings

On November 1, 2007, a group of nine former White House Cabinet and senior national security officials 

convened to participate in a simulated National Security Council working group. Their task: to advise  

an American president as the nation grapples with an oil crisis over a four-month period. As they enter  

the room, they are unaware of the circumstances or nature of the oil crisis.
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“One can’t help but reflect on how different all this would be if some 

years ago the political system had done what it should have done 

with respect to the long-term question of our vulnerability to 

oil dependence. And it seems to me, at least … that we now really 

need to not just turn this into a conversation, but turn it into a 

serious plan and execute against that plan”.

robert e. rubin, oil shockwave national security advisor



what is oil shockwave?

On November 1, 2007, a panel of experts and former officials with extensive experience in government 

and the military convened in Washington, D.C., to take part in Oil ShockWave. The purpose of this  

high-level simulation was to explore the potential economic and national security implications of 

America’s formidable and growing dependence on oil.

A project of Securing America’s Future Energy (safe) and the Bipartisan Policy Center (bpc), Oil ShockWave 

presented a simulated working group of senior White House officials with a series of international events 

that resulted in a rapid and sustained increase in the price of oil. Serving as National Security Advisor 

to the President, I chaired the group’s discussions and acted as event moderator.

To provide a plausible, representative scenario, Oil ShockWave was carefully designed by public 

policy analysts, economists, energy industry leaders, commodities traders, and national security experts. 

While not intended to predict real-world events, the exercise attempted to force U.S. decision-makers 

to contend with the vexing strategic dilemmas that could accompany an oil supply crisis.

Oil ShockWave was an enormously valuable exercise. Not only did the simulation illustrate the 

consequences of unmitigated oil dependence, it also gave each of its participants an opportunity  

to think through the kinds of national political and policy strategies that are going to be required  

if we are ever to address such a complex issue. 

I hope that the following report on Oil Shockwave provides readers with an opportunity to focus on 

just how troubling the current predicament facing the U.S. actually is. As Oil ShockWave made clear, 

improving energy security must be considered a serious national priority both for our economy and  

for our national security.  

Robert E. Rubin

Former U.S. Secretary of the Treasury
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>	There is no such thing as “foreign oil”. Oil is a fungible, 

global commodity. A change in supply or demand anywhere 

will affect prices everywhere.

>	Given today’s precarious balance between oil supply and 

demand, taking even a small amount of oil off the market 

could cause prices to rise dramatically. In Oil ShockWave,  

a simulated 1.2 percent disruption in global oil supplies 

caused prices to rise by 75 percent (from $95 to $165)  

in just four months.

>	High oil prices can be damaging both to the overall 

economy and to business and household budgets, 

particularly when prices rise quickly and unexpectedly. 

An analysis of the oil prices that occurred during Oil 

ShockWave found that high energy costs could trigger 

a recession, cost the U.S. economy millions of jobs, and 

generate double digit inflation.

>	The economic consequences of high and volatile oil 

prices distort American foreign policy, particularly when 

dealing with significant producing countries. On a range 

of international issues—from increasingly hostile regimes 

in Iran and Venezuela to escalating violence in Nigeria—

policymakers in the U.S. government are forced to make 

difficult tradeoffs between their optimal policy choices 

and ones that will maintain the steady flow of oil.

>	Global oil infrastructure is often vulnerable to regional 

instability, violence and political manipulation. Much of 

the vast network of pipelines, facilities and tankers that 

delivers oil supply to markets each day must traverse 

geographically and geopolitically challenging landscapes  

where oil is a strategic commodity targeted for theft, 

sabotage, exploitation and corruption.

>	America’s Strategic Petroleum Reserve (spr) offers 

some protection against a major supply disruption, but 

that protection is limited in both scope and duration. 

Emergency reserves cannot sustain the U.S. through a 

prolonged crisis. In addition, Oil ShockWave revealed that 

it is extremely difficult to reach consensus on when it is 

appropriate to use the spr.

>	Once oil supply disruptions occur, short-term options 

for protecting the U.S. economy—like tapping the spr and 

implementing emergency demand measures—are limited. 

In addition, these options are generally not sustainable for 

more than a few months to a year.

>	Longer term, a number of supply-side and demand-

side policy options are available that would significantly 

improve U.S. oil security. But because their benefits will 

take a decade or more to mature, such policies must be 

enacted as soon as possible.

key findings

Oil ShockWave has been conducted a number of times for audiences in the United States and internationally. 

Though the simulation is constantly being updated and refined to reflect the most current and realistic 

challenges, the key findings have remained consistent over time: oil dependence represents a grave 

national and economic security threat to the United States, and the time to address the threat is now.
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>	The U.S. is the world’s largest consumer of oil.  

It accounts for 25 percent of global daily consumption, but 

holds less than 3 percent of the world’s proved oil reserves. 

The Middle East, by contrast, holds approximately 62 

percent of the world’s proved oil reserves.1 

>	Oil production in the U.S. has been in gradual decline 

since 1970, and this decline is projected to continue. At the  

same time, oil imports have increased steadily and 

now account for 60 percent of total U.S. consumption. 

This trend is expected to continue.2

>	U.S. and world demand for oil are expected to increase 

substantially over the next 20 years. Demand in the U.S. 

is expected to grow by 30 percent—from less than 21 

million barrels per day [mbd] to 27 mbd—between 2005  

and 2030. World demand is projected to increase  

even more substantially, by approximately 40 percent—

from 84 mbd to 117 mbd—over the same period.3 

>	Demand growth is likely to be especially strong in 

developing countries, notably China and India, where 

high economic growth rates and rising per capita 

gdp are contributing to higher living standards and 

dramatically rising consumption of fuel for shipping, 

daily transportation and industrial output. This growth 

is already having an effect on world oil markets:  

the daily spot price per barrel doubled between 2003 and  

2005 and then nearly doubled again from 2005 to 2007.4 

>	Oil production capacity growth has not matched 

demand growth. Infrastructure investment in many opec 

(Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) 

countries has not met goals set in the early part of 

where we stand today
A Tenuous Balance Between Supply and Demand

Fossil fuels—oil in particular—continue to dominate the world’s energy landscape. Each day, economies across 

the globe rely on stable and accessible supplies of oil in order to thrive. In recent years, as the global economy 

has repeatedly clocked high rates of economic growth, oil demand has risen at a striking pace. The result has 

been mounting pressure on oil suppliers to deliver the resources necessary for continued economic prosperity. 

But an uncertain supply outlook has emerged as political instability and violence threaten key producers, 

and as mounting geological challenges increase the cost of extracting each additional barrel of oil.

the bottom line  High concentrations of oil in unstable and undemocratic regions, rapidly 
growing global demand, low spare production capacity, and a significant likelihood of future supply 
disruptions due to terrorism, political unrest, or other factors all but guarantee continued price 
volatility and pose a growing threat to the U.S. and world economy and to our national security. 
Addressing this vulnerability constitutes one of the preeminent energy, economic, and national 
security challenges of our time. 



the decade, leading to weak output growth. Non-opec 

supply has proved more geologically challenging and 

politically risky than anticipated, leading to project 

delays and cost overruns. The result of these factors 

has been the steady erosion of global spare capacity.  

At the end of 2007, the International Energy Agency 

(iea) estimated effective global spare capacity to be only 

2.2 million barrels per day.5 

>	The world will increasingly rely on opec nations, 

particularly Saudi Arabia, to supply the oil needed to 

meet future demand. The International Energy Agency 

projects opec Middle East oil production to increase from 

24 mbd in 2006 to 45 mbd by 2030 (an 88 percent increase).  

By 2030, opec will provide more than 50 percent of the 

world’s total oil needs.6

>	The U.S. economy is in a better position to weather 

oil price shocks than in the past because it is less “oil 

intensive.” The U.S. uses half as much oil to produce 

the same amount of gdp as it did in the 1970s. The rate 

of decline in U.S. oil intensity, however, has slowed in 

recent years as vehicle fuel efficiency has stagnated.7 

>	Despite past progress, oil still plays a significant role in 

the U.S. and world economy. The transport sector alone 

relies on oil for 97 percent of its energy needs and accounts 

for 68 percent of overall U.S. oil demand. Because the 

transport sector remains nearly wholly dependent on oil, 

consumers cannot quickly reduce consumption in response 

to higher prices.8 

1 BP p.l.c., BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2007, Full Report, Page 6 (Figure does not include Canadian oil sands.)
2 U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2007 with Projections to 2030, DOE/EIA 0383 (2007) (Washington, D.C.: Energy 

Information Administration, 2007), Page 70
3 Ibid., Page 167, Table A20
4 U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Spot Prices for Crude Oil and Petroleum Products, available online at www.eia.doe.gov
5 International Energy Agency, Monthly Oil Market Report (January 2008), Page 19
6 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2007 China and India Insights (November 2007), Page 82, Table 1.3
7 The National Commission on Energy Policy, Ending the Energy Stalemate, A Bipartisan Strategy to Meet America’s Energy Challenges (December 2004), Page 3, Figure 1-2
8 Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Transportation Statistics Annual Report 2004, Chapter 2, Section 15; Department of Energy, Energy 

Information Administration, Annual Energy Review 2003 (Washington, D.C.: Energy Information Administration); Lovins, Amory, et al. Winning the Oil endgame: Innovation for 
Profits, Jobs, and Security (Snowmass, CO: Rocky Mountain Institute, 2004), Page 36
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issue in focus
Shifting Dynamics in the Global Oil Market

Though developed economies like the U.S. and European Union remain the world’s major consumers of oil, 

the growing energy needs of emerging markets like China and India will present a significant challenge in 

the coming years. From 2005 to 2030, China’s oil demand will more than double, elevating its net import 

needs to more than 13 million barrels per day in 2030.9 (This is almost five times China’s current import 

level and slightly exceeds net 2006 U.S. oil imports.) A booming economy and rising standards of living 

are putting unprecedented pressure on China’s fuel consumption needs.

Driven in large part by the economic growth in industrializing Asian economies and other emerging market 

economies, the world’s oil needs are set to grow by historically significant levels over the next two decades.

new car sales in china 10

china’s growing transport fuel needs 11 shifting dynamics of global oil demand 12

6
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The Challenge for Suppliers

Just as economic growth in industrializing countries around the world is generating higher fuel demand, 

growth in world oil production is expected to be constrained by a myriad of factors, including geopolitical 

concerns, geological challenges and investment shortfalls. From 2006 to 2030, the world will need to invest 

nearly 10 trillion dollars in cumulative oil and gas infrastructure in order to get needed reserves out of the 

ground and into markets. Even assuming that the required capital is mobilized, political risk and instability in 

key producing nations like Nigeria, Iraq, Iran, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia and Russia add a further measure of 

uncertainty to the supply picture for the future. 

expected infrastructure investment needs, 2006-2030 13

9 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2007 China and India Insights (November 2007), Page 45
10 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2007 China and India Insights (November 2007), Page 300, Figure 9.6
11 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2007 China and India Insights (November 2007), Page 297, Figure 9.5
12 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2007 China and India Insights (November 2007), Page 80, Table 1.2
13 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2007 China and India Insights (November 2007), Page 95, Table 1.9



Robert E. Rubin

Director and Chairman of the Executive Committee  

of Citi and former Secretary of the Treasury

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: National Security Advisor 

General John P. Abizaid, U.S. Army (Ret.)

Former Commander of United States Central Command 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Richard L. Armitage

President of Armitage International and former Deputy 

Secretary of State 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: Secretary of State 

Carol M. Browner

Principal of the Albright Group and former Administrator 

of the Environmental Protection Agency 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: Secretary of Energy 

John F. Lehman

Chairman of J.F. Lehman & Co. and former Secretary 

of the Navy 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: Secretary of Defense 

oil shockwave cabinet members
Working Group Participants Overview

On November 1, 2007, a group of nine former White House Cabinet and senior national security officials 

convened to participate in a simulated National Security Council working group. Their task: to advise an 

American president as the nation grapples with an oil crisis over a four-month period. As they enter the 

room, they are unaware of the circumstances or nature of the oil crisis. 

experts & briefers  In addition to the invaluable contributions of our Oil ShockWave Cabinet members,  

experts in the fields of national security, world oil production and distribution, and macroeconomics were 

consulted to develop the scenarios used in the simulation. All of the events in Oil ShockWave have been 

carefully reviewed and verified for authenticity and plausibility, both with respect to the likely behavior of 

global oil markets and in terms of resulting impacts on the economy. safe and the bpc extend their special 

thanks to the following individuals for their dedication:
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Michael D. McCurry

Partner, Public Strategies Washington and former 

White House Press Secretary 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: Counselor to  

the President 

Gene B. Sperling

Senior Fellow for Economic Studies and Director of 

the Center for Universal Education, Council on Foreign 

Relations and former National Economic Advisor and 

Director of the National Economic Council 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: Secretary of  

the Treasury 

Daniel H. Yergin

Chairman of Cambridge Energy Research Associates 

and Pulitzer-Prize winning author of “Prize” 

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: National  

Economic Advisor 

Philip D. Zelikow

White Burkett Miller Professor of History, University 

of Virginia, former Counselor to the United States 

Department of State and Executive Director of the 

9/11 Commission

Oil ShockWave Cabinet Position: National  

Intelligence Director

rand beers • Former Special Assistant to the President  
and Senior Director for Combating Terrorism

david frowd • Former Head of Strategy and Planning,  
Shell’s Upstream Headquarters

dr. kimberly marten • Department Chair, Political 
Science, Barnard College, Columbia University

ronald e. minsk • Former Special Assistant to the 
President for Economic Policy

daniel poneman • Former Special Assistant to the 
President and Senior Director for Nonproliferation

david sandalow • Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institute

jacqueline shire • Senior Analyst, Institute for Science 
and International Security

peter tertzakian • Senior Energy Economist, ARC Financial

robert f. wescott • President, Keybridge Research llc

Left to right: Robert E. Rubin, General John P. Abizaid, U.S. Army (Ret.), Richard L. Armitage, Carol M. 
Browner, John F. Lehman, Michael D. McCurry, Gene B. Sperling, Daniel H. Yergin, Philip D. Zelikow 
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segment 1: instability in the caspian  
May 4, 2009

The outbreak of violence in Azerbaijan, a key Caspian Sea oil producer, sends a shiver through an 

already tight global oil market. An explosion in Baku has temporarily disrupted the operation of a key 

regional oil artery, and more violence is anticipated. With global spare production capacity already 

below 2.0 million barrels per day, the possibility of unrest in a major oil producing region sends oil 

prices up to $115 per barrel. Later, news of major losses among Wall Street hedge funds raises the 

possibility of immediate economic consequences.

News networks report growing unrest in the key 

Caspian oil producing nation of Azerbaijan. Widespread 

demonstrations have erupted after a series of explosions 

rocked the capital city, Baku. The explosions severely 

damaged critical infrastructure, knocking out power to 

much of the city. The incident has forced the temporary 

shut-down of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan, or btc, pipeline. 

The 1,100-mile pipeline currently pumps more than 1 million 

barrels per day of oil from Caspian Sea deposits near Baku 

to the Turkish port of Ceyhan. The pipeline is expected 

to be operational again soon, but regional analysts warn 

that Azerbaijan appears to be headed toward widespread 

domestic instability. 

Though Azerbaijan itself is responsible for only about 1 

percent of daily oil supplies, it is the linchpin of a critical 

geographic area for the global oil market. The oil-rich 

Caspian region has long been expected to offer diversity 

of supply to a market increasingly dominated by opec 

sources of oil production. But Azerbaijan and its regional 

partners are essentially landlocked and forced to export 

their hydrocarbon resources via lengthy pipeline routes. 

If supplies from the region are to avoid transiting Iran 

or Russia, or heading east to China, they must traverse 

Azerbaijan en route to Western markets. The news 

of escalating violence in Baku calls into question the 

reliability of numerous forthcoming infrastructure 

projects designed to ship oil westward from the Caspian 

Sea and Central Asia into Europe and onward. 

With spare production capacity low and oil markets 

cautiously evaluating the ability of global oil producers 

to meet surging energy demand in emerging markets like 

China, the news of instability in the Caspian sends crude 

prices higher by more than 10 percent in a single morning 

(as high as $115 per barrel). Newly elected and in office for 

less than four months, the U.S. president calls together 

the Principals of the National Security Council (nsc) to 

formulate a response to the mounting economic danger. 

The president is preparing to make a press statement and 

the bottom line  In such a tight global oil market, even seemingly minor events can cause the 

price of oil to rise to levels that are both politically and economically significant. U.S. exposure to 

such price shocks has nothing to do with how much oil we import. Rather, our aggregate petroleum 

needs are such that the United States is excessively reliant on a single source of fuel in our massive 

transportation sector. Ultimately, our foreign and military policies are constrained by the economic 

ramifications of our oil dependence.
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why is spare capacity so important?  In 2003 and 2004, opec’s spare capacity became  

an absolutely critical variable. Market fears about supply disruptions can be eased when Saudi Arabia 

is believed to have plentiful available oil that can quickly be brought to market. But this is not always 

the case. For example, in the late summer of 2005, opec spare capacity fell to 1 million barrels per day.  

At such low levels, markets become concerned about shortages, and small events can drive prices 

quickly and dramatically higher. 

wants to understand the impact the day’s events might 

have on the U.S. economy and what the U.S. government 

can do to protect national interests. 

The nsc advisors are instructed to evaluate options 

employing all means of national power: military, 

diplomatic, and economic. Specifically, the president is 

considering three policy tools: (1) Releasing oil from the 

U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve (spr) to calm oil markets 

and relieve upward pressure on prices; (2) strategic 

options for building spare production capacity back into 

the global oil market; and (3) employing a diplomatic or 

military strategy in the Caspian Sea region to address the 

short-term instability. Ensuing discussion quickly reveals 

that each of these options has serious limitations. 

The advisors begin by considering a release of oil from 

the spr, which holds approximately 700 million barrels 

of federally-owned crude oil. Secretary of Energy 

Carol Browner begins discussion by pointing out that 

members of Congress are calling for the president to 

release oil from the spr as quickly as possible. However, 

she questions whether the spr was designed to be used 

in cases where no significant oil shortage exists and 

whether it can truly be effective in calming market 

fears about political instability. Secretary Browner 

points out that the spr was last utilized in 2005 after 

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita did immense damage to oil 

infrastructure in the Gulf of Mexico, a circumstance 

widely viewed as a domestic oil emergency. Secretary of 

State Richard Armitage adds that the president would 

be best served by discussing the spr in an international 

context and by approaching U.S. allies in Europe and 

Asia to coordinate any release of oil.

Unwilling to recommend an immediate use of the 

spr, National Security Advisor Robert Rubin asks the 

group to evaluate strategic options for building spare 

production capacity back into the global oil market. 

When spare capacity is low (less than 4 percent of 
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total daily demand), oil traders and analysts become 

concerned about the ability of oil producers to 

adequately meet daily global demand and significant 

price volatility occurs. With spare capacity down to 

1.5 percent, Mr. Rubin wants to know whether there 

are practical options for quickly addressing this major 

source of uncertainty. 

National Economic Advisor Daniel Yergin, however, points 

out that, “Given that the oil industry is a long lead-time 

industry, you couldn’t do anything … quickly. The only 

way you could increase spare capacity is in some way 

bringing down demand.” But short-term demand reduction 

options are politically unpalatable to most in the group. 

Options such as imposing a federal 55 mile-per-hour speed 

limit are seen as too narrow in their focus. Alternatively, 

working to increase oil production levels around the world 

is also seen by many in the group as an uncertain prospect. 

Secretary of the Treasury Gene Sperling points out that 

many producers benefit from high prices and volatility, 

warning, “I don’t understand why any of the major oil 

producers would share that incentive with us. Why would 

Venezuela or Russia right now want to send comforting 

signals, even if they could?” 

 

As debate continues, the president’s advisors are 

interrupted by breaking news. The sudden spike 

in oil prices is leading to speculation of financial 

turmoil on Wall Street. Hedge funds are reporting 

major losses, the stock market is down several 

hundred points, and retail gasoline prices are 

expected to climb to well over $4.00 per gallon. 

As the prospect of serious economic damage to the U.S. 

economy mounts, the president’s advisors work to establish a 

consensus recommendation. Military options in the Caspian 

Sea region are viewed as extremely limited. The complex 

geopolitics of the region give rise to a delicate balance, and 

U.S. forces are spread too thin elsewhere to provide any major 

support to Azerbaijan. Yet the president’s advisors remain 

reluctant to release oil from the spr out of concern that any 

escalation in this crisis or the advent of another issue on 

the world stage might necessitate significant usage of the 

spr in the future. As the first segment comes to a close, the 

National Security Advisor suggests using this opportunity to 

set a predicate for dealing with the reality that “enormous 

vulnerability … comes from dependence on oil with so much 

of oil being produced in geopolitically complicated places.”

an insider’s take  “We have to begin to build the political case that there are some changes that we’re 

going to have to make in our quality of life here. That’s very hard to do … We’re going to have to have a 

sustained long-term effort to build that case. It’s not going to be just one press conference or one speech. 

We’re going to have to go out and do this day in and day out”. —michael d. mccurry, oil shockwave 

counselor to the president

12

tracking key prices (projected)

date crude gasoline cost at the pump

may 4, 2009 (segment start) $95 per barrel $3.72 per gallon $85.19 (mid-size suv)

may 4, 2009 (segment end) $115 per barrel $4.30 per gallon $98.47 (mid-size suv)



intermission: june–july 2009

Each day, events around the world have a direct impact on crude oil prices. Many of these events are simply 

outside the control of markets or policy makers. Geopolitical developments, severe weather and political 

instability all can cause oil prices to rise. During Oil ShockWave’s intermission, participants and observers 

received a newspaper that updated them on world events in the summer of 2009. Continued violence in 

Nigeria causes Western oil companies to shut-in an additional 500,000 b/d of production; inspectors from 

the International Atomic Energy Agency discover an undeclared nuclear facility in Iran, causing tensions  

to rise; and scientists predict that the peak months of Atlantic hurricane season will be highly active.
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Segment two opens with breaking news. The discovery 

by International Atomic Energy Agency (iaea) inspectors 

of an undeclared Iranian nuclear enrichment facility has 

brought new pressures on the regime in Tehran. As the 

U.S. and E.U. are preparing to press for a new round of 

harsh sanctions at the United Nations Security Council, 

Iran takes preemptive action, limiting its exports of oil 

to the global market. Immediately, Iran’s exports of oil 

will be reduced by 350,000 barrels per day, and there are 

threats of further reductions if any new sanctions are 

applied to Iran. The news is immediately met with words 

of support from the Venezuelan president, who suggests 

that his own country might be willing to support Iran in 

an oil embargo. 

Oil prices rise sharply on the news of a cut in global oil 

supplies and the threat of heightened escalation in the 

tense relationship between the West and Iran. A briefing 

from a National Security Council staff member informs 

the president’s advisors that spare production capacity 

is now down to only several hundred thousand barrels 

per day. Analysts are beginning to project grim economic 

consequences for the U.S., including a serious economic 

recession. In Congress and throughout the United States, 

people are calling for action. The president plans to give 

a major Oval Office address and has asked his advisors 

to lay out all of his options and recommend a course of 

action. As the president’s advisors reconvene, they are 

facing difficult circumstances at home and abroad. 

The Secretary of Defense suggests that realigning the 

current U.S. military force structure might now be 

necessary. With American forces heavily committed 

to conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, few additional 

forces remain available to confront Iran. The advisors 

consider the costs and benefits of redeploying the bulk 

of U.S. forces out of other theaters, but the costs, both 

strategically and fiscally, are highly significant.

The ensuing discussion quickly reveals that the United 

States is strategically weakened by its dependence on 

oil. All advisors are concerned that the U.S. not appear 

the bottom line  U.S. foreign policy is constrained by our oil dependence. Much of the oil that  

the global economy depends upon originates in nations that do not share our democratic ideals or 

which are plagued by significant instability. In dealing with a host of geopolitical problems, including 

nuclear non-proliferation, democratic reform, and terrorism, U.S. policymakers are often limited by 

concerns about maintaining the flow of oil. The result is a weakening of overall American security. 

segment 2: iran and the oil weapon
August 7, 2009

With tensions rising over its nuclear program and the threat of harsh international sanctions growing 

increasingly real, the government in Iran suspends nearly 10 percent of daily oil exports. Later, Venezuela 

joins the limited embargo. The combined actions of Iran and Venezuela remove 700,000 barrels each day 

from an already jittery oil market and send crude prices soaring to unprecedented levels. The president 

reconvenes his advisors to deal with the latest crisis. 
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weak in confronting Iran, but because Iran provides a 

significant percentage of the world’s daily oil supplies, 

many options—such as overt military action—have the 

potential to be enormously, perhaps unacceptably, costly. 

Any action that further disrupts Iranian production of 

oil could drive world prices to unpredictable levels. The 

result is that the economic ramifications of oil dependence 

limit the realistic options available to the advisors. As 

National Intelligence Director Philip Zelikow notes, Iran 

is using oil as a weapon, “trying to … take this action in 

order  … to deter us from being able to do anything, by 

reminding all of us how vulnerable oil markets would be 

to any further disruption.” 

With significant quantities of oil off the market and a global 

supply shortfall now emerging as a possibility, use of the 

Strategic Petroleum Reserve is once again considered. But 

many of the advisors have serious concerns about Iran’s 

response to an American supply increase. The regime in 

Tehran could take more oil off the market to counter a U.S. 

spr release. Moreover, Iran has direct influence over the 

strategically vital Strait of Hormuz, through which nearly 

20 percent of global oil supplies must transit each day. The 

president’s military advisors are also concerned that oil 

in the spr may be needed for imminent military action in 

the Middle East.

As debate continues, the president’s advisors 

are once again interrupted by breaking news. 

The government of Venezuela has announced 

its intention to match the Iranian oil embargo, 

bringing the total amount of oil withheld from 

global markets to 700,000 barrels each day.  

The news significantly accelerates the upward 

climb of crude oil prices. 

An economic analysis by an official from the Department 

of Treasury informs the group that retail gasoline prices 

might surge as high as $5.50 per gallon, significantly 

an insider’s take  We are sitting here in part because it has been year-in and year-out difficult 

to get a serious national energy policy. We bite at the margins. And I think now more than ever the 

president … has got to put forward a bold initiative. He has got to be looking at things that have not 

been appealing in the past. —carol browner, oil shockwave secretary of energy
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increasing the cost of daily work commutes for the typical 

American. Inflationary effects will cascade throughout 

the economy and increase the price of all goods and 

services sold domestically. Consumer price inflation is 

expected to spike to 10 percent in the 3rd quarter and 

13 percent in the 4th quarter of 2009. Income levels are 

expected to decrease, magnifying the price-effect on 

consumer spending. Events in the global oil market are 

now forecasted to stifle U.S. economic growth in 2009 

and into 2010.

“For me, I must say, this is now a question of 

calculation of national security. It is not simply 

economic security; it is national security writ  

large. I think we’ve gotten to that state.”  

—richard l. armitage,  

oil shockwave secretary of state

Concerned about the burden of rapidly rising oil prices 

on American households, the president’s advisors 

quickly shift the focus of their discussion to domestic 

economic policy. Secretary of the Treasury Gene Sperling 

advises that the president consider an economic stimulus 

or relief package to help Americans with the spiraling 

costs of home heating oil and gasoline. But others in the 

group fear that with the potential of a costly conflict in 

the Persian Gulf looming, the U.S. fiscal position is not 

strong enough to support such a proposal. 

As discussion winds down, many in the group feel the 

president needs to announce a fundamental paradigm 

shift in U.S. energy policy. Some advisors are also urging 

consideration of emergency reductions in U.S. demand 

for oil products. Short-term options include reducing 

on-road commercial shipping by requiring increased 

railway usage, banning driving on Sundays, reducing 

speed limits, and other methods for limiting gasoline 

consumption. Other advisors point out that such 

measures are politically untenable and that they will not 

have a significant effect on oil prices due to the global 

nature of the market. They argue that with demand 

rising in emerging economies like India and China, the 

U.S. must take a more long-term approach to reducing its 

exposure to oil through conservation and by increasing 

the use of alternative fuels. But such long-term measures 

will be of little help in the midst of the current crisis. 
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tracking key prices (projected)

date crude gasoline cost at the pump

august 7, 2009 (segment start) $125 per barrel $4.63 per gallon $106.03 (mid-size suv)

august 7, 2009 (segment end) $165 per barrel $5.58 per gallon $127.78 (mid-size suv)

an insider’s take  “It’s amazing to me that we’ve been at war now since September 11th, 2001.  

And this scenario could happen tomorrow; it could start tomorrow. What will it take for us to realize that we 

must mobilize our national power and international power to confront the problems in a very volatile area?” 

—general john p. abizaid, u.s. army (ret.), oil shockwave chairman of the joint chiefs of staff
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the potential for significant damage to the u.s. economy

>	 Gasoline prices are forecast to rise to $5.58 per gallon.

>	 	Prices of other forms of energy such as natural gas are also likely to rise, putting upward 

pressure on electricity prices and agricultural products.

>	  America’s oil import bill increases by $106 billion in 2009 and another $30 billion in 2010.  

This is income that is unavailable to be spent on other goods and services.

>	 Consumer price inflation for 2009 accelerates to 4.9% on an annual basis.

>	  Real income falls by 2.2% in both 2009 and 2010; real personal consumption falls by  

1.9% and 2.4% in 2009 and 2010 respectively.

> In a little over four months, the Dow Jones Industrial Average loses 12% of its value.

  
potential real-world impacts for consumers and businesses

>	 High oil prices induce a 5% contraction in residential housing construction in 2009.

> Automobile purchases decline substantially based on price uncertainty.

> Many school districts consider cutting classes to four days per week to reduce fuel costs.

>  Many businesses restrict travel, turning to telecommuting or shorter work weeks, 

reducing overall productivity. 

>  Lower travel/commuting dampens transit and restaurant businesses. Expenditures for 

travel and tourism go down significantly.

> Export growth slows considerably, with volume down nearly 2% in 2009. 

> Fuel oil prices create significant hardships during the winter.

the economic impact of $165 oil

To analyze the impact of $165 oil, safe commissioned The Interindustry Forecasting Project at the 

University of Maryland (Inforum) and Keybridge Research llc. Using the well-respected lift Model, 

an interindustry macroeconomic model of the U.S. economy, researchers were able to provide some 

detailed characteristics of the potential economic impact of the events depicted in Oil ShockWave. 
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charting oil shockwave’s impact
Supply and Demand

A change in supply or demand anywhere will affect prices everywhere. Oil ShockWave presented 

participants with a series of credible geopolitical and natural events over several months. Even as 

isolated events, each of the three Oil ShockWave scenarios would still have a significant impact  

on the global oil market.

>	  Unexpected high growth in oil demand in 2008

>	  Slow growth in new opec production capacity

>	  May: Minimal spare capacity leaves oil markets 
sensitive to political unrest in Azerbaijan 

segment 1: dangerously low spare production capacity
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Cause and Effect

In Segment One, conditions in the global oil market and political instability in the Caspian Sea region send 

oil prices higher on fears of future supply disruptions. In Segment Two, those fears are realized when Iran 

and Venezuela reduce their oil exports. Given today’s tense geopolitical environment and the precarious 

balance between oil supply and demand, small disruptions can cause dramatic price spikes that have 

serious economic consequences for the U.S.

july 13, 2009

Ongoing violence in Nigeria reduces  
production capacity.

Total global supply loss: 500,000 b/d

Inspectors from the iaea announce the discovery  
of an undeclared nuclear facility in Iran.

>	 July: Violence in Nigeria, 500,000 b/d shut in

>	  August: Iran and Venezuela deliberately cut 
production by 700,000 b/d

	>	  World production shortfall just as peak  
winter demand is approaching

The outbreak of violence in Azerbaijan, a key Caspian 
Sea oil producer, sends a shiver through an already 
tight global oil market.

may 4, 2009

With the threat of new sanctions looming,  
Iran announces that it will immediately reduce  
its oil production.

Venezuela agrees to match Iran’s reduction.

Total global supply loss: 700,000 b/d

august 7, 2009

segment 2: world events eliminate spare capacity



oil shockwave
Past, Present, Future

Oil ShockWave has been conducted a number of times 

for audiences in the United States and internationally. 

Simulation locations have included: Washington, D.C.; 

the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland; and the 

Aspen Institute in Aspen, Colorado. safe has been invited 

to Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., and nato Headquarters 

in Brussels, Belgium, to discuss Oil ShockWave’s findings. 

And though the simulation is constantly being updated 

and refined to reflect the most current and realistic 

challenges, participants have remained consistent in their 

conclusions: oil dependence represents a grave national 

and economic security threat.

safe is determined to bring Oil ShockWave’s lessons to 

wider audiences in the United States and across the world. 

In addition to further simulations, safe has joined with 

the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at 

the Harvard Kennedy School to develop Oil ShockWave: 

College Curriculum. This new initiative will provide university 

students and professors across the country with an interactive 

tool for exploring the world of energy security in depth.

Ensuring secure, stable sources of energy for the global 

economy promises to be one of the great challenges 

of the 21st century. As long as the challenge remains,  

safe will continue to expand and adapt Oil ShockWave 

to demonstrate the vital importance of energy security to 

policymakers and thought leaders around the globe.
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for more information, visit secureenergy.org  Energy Security is a complex and 

evolving challenge. At SecureEnergy.org, you can find a wide array of up-to-date news and analysis, 

including energy facts and figures, detailed reports on the global oil market, access to video and 

other multimedia, and more information about safe’s upcoming projects.
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oil price framework for oil shockwave
ARC Financial

Understanding the dynamics that drive world oil prices has never been straightforward. While the  

basic principle of economics—the availability of supply to meet growing demand—has always 

governed the broad underlying price mechanism, many changing factors over time have made  

our ability to find concrete, stable formulas to predict oil prices a ‘moving target’ at best.

In the 1990s, anticipating opec (Organization of the 

Petroleum Exporting Countries) production quotas and 

compliance was the best way to forecast crude oil prices. 

Alternatively, around five years ago, good estimates 

of oecd (Organization of Economic Cooperation and 

Development) and U.S. domestic oil inventory levels 

translated into a pretty good sense of price direction and 

magnitude. More recently, around 2004, an assessment 

of the world’s oil spare capacity—the amount of excess 

productive capacity available to serve demand—seemed 

to yield a simple formulaic solution. However, none 

of these relationships have endured as the market’s 

emphasis of how to assess current and future supply and 

demand has continually shifted. 

Changing market emphasis over time is not surprising as 

the character of both oil supply and demand continues to 

evolve. New supplies of light sweet crude oil are becoming 

increasingly costly and more difficult to bring to market. 

On the demand side, aggressive consumption growth from 

emerging economies like China is stressing supply chains. 

Each month that goes by, the character of the world’s oil 

dependency is becoming more disquieting. Accordingly, 

markets are changing their perceptions of how to value oil,  

a commodity that is one of the most strategic of all—

commercially and militarily. 

Today, the market ascribes a price to a barrel of oil based 

on the interaction of many factors: global spare capacity 

(notional and effective); inventory levels (crude oil and 

products); demand momentum; supply expectations and 

disruptions; geopolitical tensions and risk premiums; 

cost trends; currency fluctuations; institutional fund flows; 

and the weather outlook, to name a few. 

We at arc have observed that many of these price-driving 

factors are not mutually exclusive and feed off each other, 

especially when the gap between supply and demand is 

tight. For example, if spare capacity is thin and inventories 

are low, the market is quite nervous about where the 

next barrel is going to come from. Under such conditions, 

small geopolitical events or weather-related antagonists 

amplify price levels and relative movements usually in a 

non-linear manner. Historic precedents can usually provide 

some guidance in such uncharted territory. For example, 

the known response of price due to supply disruptions 

in Nigeria can be a solid metaphor for potentially similar 

sized outages from Venezuela or Iran, after adjusting for 

differences in co-related factors like seasons, global spare 

capacity and inventory levels.

Formulas can be applied to quantitative measures of 

supply and demand, usually giving accurate indication 

of price direction, but estimating the magnitude of price 

amplification is difficult and often subjective. Consequently, 

arc’s forecast for future prices under different scenarios 

is expressed as a range, rather than a specific value. 

We find that formula-driven models are excellent for 

forecasting direction and pretty good at yielding levels of 

price support. However, subjective analysis, derived from 

years of experience in following oil markets, is necessary 

to estimate the range of price outcomes depending on the 

influence of qualitative factors of the day.
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prelude: april 2009

key details

pricing range $100 to $120/bbl (wti)

basis arc oil pricing methodology,  

based on Oil ShockWave scenarios.

Very aggressive oil demand growth in 2008 (3.6%; 3.0 

mmb/d) and 2009 (2.6%; 2.4 mmb/d) has led to notional 

spare capacity of 2.0 mmb/d. Effective spare capacity under 

these demand numbers would be less than 1.0 mmb/d, all of 

which would be resident in Saudi Arabia. Capacity growth 

in other opec countries is assumed to have fallen short of 

even the meager expectations set out for them. Political 

unrest in major oil-producing countries like Iraq, Nigeria 

and Iran would continue to be unresolved. Violence in the 

Niger Delta would still be shutting in physical barrels of oil. 

Middle Eastern oil supplies, though not as yet physically 

disrupted, would nevertheless still be under threat from any 

military or political action stemming from the increasingly 

tense Iranian nuclear standoff.

April is typically a low-demand period for oil, temporarily 

mitigating some of the broader concerns of narrow spare 

capacity and the threat of political upheaval. Oil prices could 

in fact be trading much higher than the $100 to $120/bbl  

range in 2009 under the conditions described. However,  

the feedback mechanism of higher prices—especially 

above the psychologically important $100/bbl level—

would temper the belief in sustained global economic 

growth momentum. And though the rate of growth of oil 

consumption in non-oecd countries would still be very 

positive, indications of decelerating economies would act as 

a damper to potentially higher prices implied by a narrow, 

1.0 mmb/d spare capacity level.

segment 1: may 2009

key details

pricing range $110 to $130/bbl (wti)

basis arc oil pricing methodology,  

based on Oil ShockWave scenarios.

News of instability in Azerbaijan, through which 1.0 million 

bbl/d of Caspian Sea and Kazakh oil transits to world 

markets via the btc pipeline, would send a negative supply 

signal to oil traders. Though a temporary shut-in of the btc 

pipeline would not constitute any material physical loss of 

oil supply, the notion of spreading instability in the region, 

and potential longer-term disruptions, would be enough to 

move the oil price trading range upwards by between five 

and 10 percent—especially given the very tight effective 

spare capacity situation in the market. In addition, by May,  

oil markets would start to become concerned about the 

incremental demand pull from the upcoming U.S. driving 

season, a factor that would serve to amplify the price gain 

to the higher end of our range.

Note: arc believes that the oil demand growth rates as assumed by Oil ShockWave are at the high end of a plausible range in 2008.  

arc believes growth rates more in 1.5 to 2.0 percent range, though even under such a scenario spare capacity would still be narrowing.
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intermission: june–july 2009

key details

pricing range $120 to $140/bbl (wti)

basis arc oil pricing methodology,  

based on Oil ShockWave scenarios.

The onset of more violence in the Niger Delta would come 

as nothing new to world oil markets. The news of oil worker 

kidnappings and evacuations would not constitute a major 

price event; however, news of an actual production shut-in 

of 500,000 b/d would make oil analysts immediately subtract 

the volumes from their spreadsheets. The immediate supply-

demand balance would be affected, and believability in the 

longevity of the cuts would also change perceptions about 

effective spare capacity. Nigeria is a major supplier to the U.S. 

market, and disruptions during peak driving season would 

not be lost on the market. Oil prices would likely rise by 

$3-7/bbl on such news alone. But the situation is not isolated 

to Nigeria and the already-tight supply-side situation is 

becoming progressively more uncertain.

The geopolitical situation starts getting worse: the 

discovery of secret uranium enrichment facilities in Iran, 

coupled with ongoing uncertainty about the outcome of the 

situation in Azerbaijan, would ratchet up the trading range 

to between $120 and $140/bbl. Iran is a major supplier of 

oil to the world, though none is imported to the U.S. due to 

sanctions. However, world oil prices are indifferent to Iran’s 

markets, and the elevated probability of military action or 

the prospect that Iran may withhold oil as a response to 

increasing economic pressure from oecd countries would 

drive prices higher.

Under tight spare capacity, actual physical disruptions, and 

a deteriorating geopolitical climate, oil markets tend to be 

biased to worst case outcomes until placated. If anything, 

the price outcome of this scenario would be biased to the 

higher end of the range.

segment 2: august 2009

key details

pricing range $140 to $180/bbl (wti)

basis arc oil pricing methodology,  

based on Oil ShockWave scenarios.

News that Iran is physically removing 350,000 bbl/d of oil 

from the market, and that Venezuela may follow suit, raises 

the seriousness of the world oil situation substantially. 

Between Iran and Nigeria, 850,000 bbl/d would be removed, 

which leaves the world in a situation with almost no 

effective spare capacity—world oil supply chains will be 

utilized near 100 percent with no room for further disruption 

from Azerbaijan or anywhere else. It may be possible that 

some regions would start to experience shortfalls in supply. 

Even Saudi Arabia would be unable to offer up any more 

productive capacity to ease the situation.

Between May and August the world will have experienced 

up to a 50 percent rise in the price of oil. By August, 

estimates of world gdp growth, including the seemingly 

resilient emerging economies, will start to be scaled back. 

Commensurate with expectations of global economic 

slowdown, oil demand growth estimates will also be cut—

potentially to less than 1.0 percent year-over-year. Demand-

side cuts would ease some concerns about an exceptionally 

tight spare capacity situation, but prospects of a demand-

side slowdown would only serve to dampen the oil price 

trading range, keeping from moving above $200/bbl.

Peter Tertzakian is the best selling author of  

‘A Thousand Barrels a Second: The Coming Oil Break 
Point and the Challenges Facing an Energy Dependent 
World’, published by McGraw-Hill, New York. Peter is the 

Chief Energy Economist of arc Financial Corporation, 

one of the world’s leading energy investment firms.
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“The picture I think you got today was: big problem, weak tools. 

But I don’t think the American people see how big the problem  

is and how interconnected it is”.

philip d. zelikow, oil shockwave national intelligence director

“There are a range of things we need to do. We need to look at,  

environmentally, what we can do in terms of drilling offshore  

to increase supply to balance it out. We have got to see what  

we can do in terms of accelerating research and development. 

But in the short-term, the only thing we really have … is bringing 

down demand”.

daniel h. yergin, oil shockwave national economic advisor
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Securing America’s Future Energy (safe) is a 

nonpartisan, not-for-profit organization committed 

to reducing America’s dependence on oil and 

improving U.S. energy security in order to bolster 

national security and strengthen the economy. 

safe has an action-oriented strategy addressing 

politics and advocacy, business and technology, 

and media and public education.

SecureEnergy.org

The Bipartisan Policy Center (bpc) was formed to 

develop and promote solutions that would attract 

the public support and political momentum to achieve 

real progress. The bpc acts as an incubator for policy 

efforts that engage top political figures, advocates, 

academics and business leaders in the art of 

principled compromise. 

BipartisanPolicy.org




